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About Liesie's Bakery...
Staffordshire, West Midlands, UK
At Liesie’s Bakery, we know how important your special
occasions are, and that is why we put you and your
cake first. We love working with you as a couple, getting
to know your personality and creating edible art that is
perfectly suited to you.
We know that every couple is unique, and your wedding
cake should be too. We love working closely with our
clients and strive to perfectly tell your story.
With hard work, we to set ourselves apart with our cake
designs to create something that is not only beautiful to
look at, but delicious and flavourful. Using only the
highest-quality ingredients, Liesie’s Bakery aims to bring
happiness and joy.
We are honoured that our wedding cakes have been
featured in prestigious national and international
magazines and blogs, such as Bows & Chic International
Magazine, Wedding Collection Magazine, Wedding Guide
Magazine, and Mooi Troues. We are proud members of
Rock My Wedding, Hitched & Bridebook, believing in
standards of professionalism and ethics.
Liesie’s Bakery also considers the environment and we
strive to limit our footprint on earth in the course of our
business.
We are passionate about creating stunning edible art.
Everything we make is baked with love!

Cake Tasting Boxes
Cake only comes in one flavour... DELICIOUS!
Receiving cake tasting boxes in the post has
to be one of the best bits about wedding
planning. This is the one aspect of wedding
planning that your partner will be happy to
get involved in.
Liesie's Bakery cake tasting sample boxes
are posted once a month, roughly around
the 20th of each month. Each cake tasting
box contains 6 delicious flavours of your
choosing. You can choose your favourites
from our flavours page.
Before you order your cake tasting box, send
me an email or a Whatsapp message so we
can have a chat about your wedding day,
the date and your design ideas. This way we
can make sure that we are on the same
page before you order.
Sample boxes are non-refundable if you
choose not to book with me or I don’t have
your date available so please do check.
These cake tasting boxes are not deducted
from your wedding cake booking.
Cake Tasting Boxes: From £40
This includes postage.

Getting to know you... and your cake needs!
Please complete this form to help us create the perfect cake for you.
Name:
Cellphone Number:
Email:
Venue:
Wedding Date:
Wedding Time:
Colours & Theme:
Cake Flavour(s):
Number of guests:
Sugar Flowers or Real Flowers:
Wedding Photographer Name (Optional):
Where did you hear about Liesie's Bakery?
Any notes or special requirements?

Cake Flavours
Signature Flavours
Vanilla Dulce De Leche

A lovely vanilla cake filled with a rich caramel &
covered with a smooth buttercream.

Chocolate Mocha

Creamy chocolate flavours enriched with a
dash of coffee & filled with smooth caramel.

Spice Cake

This richly moist and fluffy spice cake is filled with
a creamy brown butter Swiss meringue
buttercream.

Rocky Road

The best rocky road cake you could imagine!
Chocolate covered marshmallows and nuts fill
and top this decadent and moist chocolate
cake. (Contains Nuts)

Cake Flavours
Something Fruity?
Lovely Lemon

Delicious lemon cake filled with smooth lemon
mascarpone filling & a zesty lemon curd.

Lemon & Blueberry

Moist and zingy lemon blueberry cake.

It's just Peachy!

A moist peach cake made with fresh fruit,
covered in creamy buttercream.

Chocolate Orange

A delicious orange & chocolate cake covered
with delightful buttercream.

Chocolate Cherry

Rich chocolate cake filled with a cherry surprise
inside. Covered with buttercream,
drizzled with cherry reduction!

Cake Flavours
The Classics
Vanilla Cake

Vanilla cake with Vanilla Buttercream

Chocolate Cake

Chocolate cake with Chocolate buttercream

Red Velvet

Red Velvet Cake with Cream Cheese Frosting

Price Guide
So you are probably wondering how much your wedding cake will cost...
Stacked cakes come in so many shapes, sizes and finishes
that no two are ever a like, but it’s nice to have a rough
guide, so here’s ours.
Wedding cakes are available in sizes 4”-12” rounds or
squares. We have between 3 and 4 layers of cake in each
tier to make sure you have the perfect ratio of cake to
filling.
We are happy to add dummy cakes or spacers in
between layers to give you the perfect wedding cake look.
Price is for the cake plus basic decoration such as drips or
buttercream swirls. Luxury fresh or dried flowers can be
ordered from your florist directly or Liesie's Bakery can
supply these flowers at an extra charge. Sugar flowers,
decorative effects, meringues, macarons and fruit are an
extra charge.

On a budget? Consider these options...
1. If you would like a cake with lots of flowers, compare
quotes for handmade sugar flowers with fresh flowers
supplied by your florist.
2. Replace some of the tiers with dummy cakes. If you
would like to wow your guests with a large and
impressive cake, but you don't need lots of cake to
feed your guests, consider replacing some of the tiers
with dummy cakes. This way you get to have the
spectacular multi-tiered cake of your dreams without
wasting cake.
3. Try a simple but elegant cake design. The less details
there are, the less the amount of work involved which
results in a cheaper cake. Flowers and décor can make
a cake very expensive.
4. Choose a classic vanilla or chocolate cake instead of
the more expensive flavours.

PRICE GUIDE

TIERED CAKES

2 Tier Cakes - Start from £200

Bottom tier cake & top tier dummy from £150
Sizes start from 10cm, 15cm, 20cm.

3 Tier Cakes - Start from £345

Bottom tier cake & top 2 tiers dummies from £230
Sizes start from 10cm, 15cm, 20cm.

4 Tier Cakes - Start from £490

Bottom tier cake & top 3 tiers dummies from £360
Sizes start from 10cm, 15cm, 20cm, 25cm
*Bigger cake sizes available on request.
**The prices above are for minimal embellishments
& flowers. The more complex and detailed the
design, the higher the cost.

SINGLE TIERS
15cm Single Cake
Starts from £75
Serves approx. 12 guests

20cm Single Cake
Starts from £100
Serves approx. 20 guests

NAKED CAKES

15cm Naked Cake
Starts from £70

2 Tier Cakes - Start from £150
Sizes start from 10cm, 15cm, 20cm.

3 Tier Cakes - Start from £240
Sizes start from 10cm, 15cm, 20cm.

*Fresh flowers are supplied by the brides
florist at the wedding
**We can supply fresh flowers at an
additional cost for special occasion cakes.

CUPCAKES
Plain Vanilla or Chocolate
Starts from £2 each

Red Velvet

Starts from £2.50 each

Decorated Cupcakes
Starts from £3 each

We offer some cake tiers to be replaced with faux dummy cakes.

Many brides choose to have a small intimate wedding with a small guestlist.
Just because your guestlist is small, doesn't mean that your cake should be.
If you still want a multi-tiered showstopper cake, this is the perfect option for you.
It will also reduce the price of your cake drastically.

Terms & Conditions
ORDERS

We require three months’ notice on wedding cakes
however we will accept short notice cakes subject to
the availability of the date required. Any cake ordered
from a picture or photo of a cake produced by any
other cake maker, can only be reproduced as our
interpretation of that cake and will not be an exact
reproduction of the cake in the picture or photo.

DEPOSIT

A first non-refundable deposit of 50% is payable upon
acceptance of quotation to secure booking as we
have limited amount of cakes we can make. The
remaining balance is due two (2) weeks prior to the
delivery date.
Any changes to the cake may result in additional
charges and must be directed in writing to
liesie@liesiesbakery.com no later than fourteen (14)
business days prior to date of delivery. Failure in
meeting the payment schedule and/or Liesie’s Bakery
payment reminders may lead to cancellation of the
order. Your cake will not be delivered.
For last minute orders (any orders placed less than
two weeks to the delivery or pickup date), full payment
is required upon invoice. Preferred payment method is
electronic bank transfer.
Personal cheque will not be accepted.

CANCELLATIONS

If order is cancelled before fourteen (14) business
days of delivery date, then the balance of payment
(estimated as 50% of the total cake cost) minus
relevant third party expenses incurred in relation to the
finished product (which may for example include but
not be limited to decorations and cake stands) will be
waived. If the order is cancelled within fourteen (14)
business days prior to the delivery date, then no
refunds will be made. All cancellations must be
submitted in writing by email directed to
liesie@liesiesbakery.com and it is the responsibility of
the client to ensure receipt of the
cancellation confirmation.

STORAGE

Sugar paste (fondant) (the soft icing covering the
cake) is not designed to be refrigerated and as such
cakes with this icing should be stored in a cool dry
place, preferably in the box they were supplied in,
refrigeration may cause colours to run. Cake leftovers may be frozen after wrapped
completely with plastic wrap or foil for no longer than
3 months.

DESIGN

All consumables is produced in a kitchen that may
contain nuts or traces of nuts or nut oil. Liesie’s Bakery
will not be held responsible for anyone suffering from
nut allergies. Non-edible items may be used as
decorations in cakes and/or cupcakes.
It is the Client’s responsibility to ensure that any nonedible items are removed prior to consumption. All
effort will be made by Liesie’s Bakery to ensure that the
final product is matched to the colour chosen as
much as
possible, however Liesie’s Bakery cannot guarantee to
match the exact colour/s and designs chosen.

DELIVERY & COLLECTION

We prefer to deliver our wedding cakes.
Cakes are to be collected from our premises at a
prearranged time and date only. If you collect your
cake, we are not responsible for any damage that can
occur after we hand over the cake to you. In the event
of delivery, the client is required to provide clear
driving instructions to the delivery address and inform
Liesie’s Bakery of any adverse road hazards and/or
obstacles that may hamper the delivery and quality of
finished cakes.
Liesie’s Bakery cannot be held liable for unforeseen
delays caused by events such as car accidents or
poor road conditions during delivery.
Please note: excessive jarring due to “pot holes”, road
construction or unseen road conditions, will damage
the finished product to an unstable and undesirable
state due to uneven driving conditions.
Liesie’s Bakery will not be held liable for any damages
that may occur after the product has been collected
or delivered. When a third-party or contractor is used
to deliver and setup the product, Liesie’s Bakery will not
be held liable for any damages that occur during
delivery transport and setup.
Client agrees that late delivery does not constitute a
failure of agreement, and does not entitle client to
cancellation or refund of an order.

CLIENT SIGNATURE

